
Jenzi Mitsuki spinning rod 30-80g Muskie H 
3,00m

Jenzi

Product number: 1244 300

The Rod series with years of proven success

Weight: 0.223 kg
139,00 €
99,99 € * 99,99 €

This series began a new era in the spin fishing sector back in 2006. JENZI launched out on new waters for 
example with the exclusive VLRC-special guides. In comparison with other rods with conventional guides, 
these rods make it possible to cast up to 30% further! In addition the MITSUKI rod is exclusively built with 
high modular FSP-Carbon blank. This is what makes the MITSUKI spin rod "fast-sensitive-powerful".

Jenzi engineers persisted in further improving THE most successful rod series ever. Such accurate and long 
casts have not previously been possible! When casting conventional rods with standard guides, the line can 
often wildly rotate between the individual guides. The MITSUKI rod with VLRC – "Very Long Range 
Casting" guides shoots the line perfectly straight towards its goal. The secret to its success is one the one 
side due to the small inside diameter and the special inserts in the guides themselves. Secondly the special 
spacing as well as the number of the guides reduces friction to a minimum. For example, a MITSUKI Soft 
Bait MH with a length of 2,70 m is constructed with a "9 + 1" set of guides, meaning 9 guides and a darting 
guide which is 3-4 guides more than a standard spinning rod with the usual "5 + 1" or "6 + 1" set of guides. 
More guides – more distance! Hard to believe, but true! As a matter of fact, the MITSUKI spin rod casts up 
to 30% farther. Out there where the big ones are waiting – out there where scarcely no one else is fishing!

Specifications

FSP "Fast-Sensitive-Powerful" Modular Carbon blank
Original VLRC Guides in “Gunsmoke” finish
Tapered A-Grade Natural Cork
Integrated reel seat in ergonomic form
Exclusive butt cap with 3D inlay
Perfect handle-length for predatory-fishing
Unusually fast



Precise and sensitive
Enormously powerful
Extremely light

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=f43ac59c0923027435ef3eb39ae40a34

